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it would seem. When. it said that the Lord hath sworn that the Lord will have war

with Amalek from generation to generation this is not based sinily on one event

when the Aa1ekites% attacked the rear of the Israelites and did this treacherous
of

thing. It is based upon God's knowledge of their future history and/the way in

which that particular group would act during the years ahead.

I think that these thoughts are very important for us in our dealings with

the Scripture. We must compare Scripture with Scripture. And when we have specifid

statements in the Scripture if carefully and correctly interpreted we can stand

upon them and trust them, but we must not squeeze any one passage so that we do

not realize the importance of bringing others in connection with it, and also the
importance

0 izpiir±xui of seeing, recognRizing that there is much that we do not know.

I -believe that the Christian'i relation to Scripture is not merely a matter

of accepting the whole Scripture but of endeavoring to put his emphasis where God

puts the emphasis. And that which God stresses and deals with and makes plain and

strong we are to stress and make plain add strong And we are to study into other

matters and dig into them and try tolearn more and more about them, but our

emphasis, not merely ourlknowledge, should be based upon the Scripture.- And so
Ithinic

we have here/some important aspects in our attitude toward the Scripture, and also

in our attitude toward the world in which we live.

And then No. 11 is the Establishment of an Organization. And here a system of

organizatiu was established. I won't-take the time to redd the Chapter. It was

Jethros suggestion to Moses that Moses choose men out of all Israel and make them

heads- overthe people and that they should judge the people, but bririgthéir hard

" causes to Noses. Now I have here the -- a copy of the original, no it is called the

New and Improved edition but it is the 2nd edition of the Scofield Bible which was

issued in/%X 1917. The 3rd edition was issued'about 10 years ,ago.and I was
believe 1..

one of the 9 who participated in the preparation of that. And I %ØØ that a good

reference Bible is a very valuable tool. And that godly men who helped prepare
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